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Expanded from an article in “La Cloche” (Parish of St. Saviour Magazine) 2020 

and to be incorporated by the author into a new publication on Channel Islands’ 

pewter (or a completely revised 2nd edition of An Introduction to Channel Islands’ 

Pewter). 

 

 

Note on 14 point version: The original document uses Calibri 12 point and pages, 

images and captions have been formatted accordingly. This large print version 

has been made for those with impaired eyesight. Where possible reformatting 

of pages has been done sympathetically, but this has not always been possible 

and on some occasions photo captions have had to be left in 12 point. The 

‘Contents’ has been amended to reflect the different pagination in this version 

with the enlarged font. 
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Jersey Pewter & Pewterers 

with a brief description of Guernsey Pewter 

 

Giles Bois 

 

The earliest record of pewter-making in Jersey is from 1548, a dispute 

between two brothers over a set of moulds for casting pewter, Nicollas Jennes 

being ordered to return to Jean “... ses moulles du metier destaymer ... “ (his 

moulds of the business of pewterer). Nicollas is also mentioned in 1540, but the 

court records before that date were destroyed in a fire, so pewtering in the 

island was most likely well established by that time. 

We do not know what the Jennes’ moulds were used for, whether for 

‘flatware’ or ‘holloware’, but demand in Jersey was for pewter measures, used 

for selling and serving cider, wine and other beverages. Similar measures are 

found right across Europe, each conforming to the many different local capacity 

standards of the times and each region producing measures with a distinct 

profile variation. Distinct designs from Jersey and Guernsey fitted into this 

pattern of regional variations and are closest to those from Normandy. Each 

island is a separate legislative, judicial and fiscal entity, as distinct from each 

other as they are individually from England, so each had their own system of 

weights and measures, which in Jersey was regulated by the Viscount of the 

Jersey Royal Court. These measures were usually lidded, with twin-acorn 

thumbpieces (to avert lightning strikes) but by the early 19th century, lidless 

measures became more popular. 
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In Jersey, estaymer, estameurs, estamier was a pewterer and estrain, etrain, 

etain, etangs was pewter. These are related to the French ‘étain’, used both for 

pewter or tin. Likewise, the Jersey terms could signify a master pewterer or a 

tinsmith, but the function of the term can be determined by the context in which 

it appears, as in French. In Jèrriais a “pot” or “quarte” was also called a jûte 

(measure juste) or “eune m’suthe” or “mésuthe”. A ‘noggin’ was a nodgîn or 

noguin. 

The height of production for Jersey pewter appears to have been the 18th 

century, with a high point in the later part of that century, which corresponds 

with the growth of the island’s cider industry, which grew in the 17th century to 

dominate the supply to London over the following century and started to 

dwindle over the 19th century. The reason for this dominance and an export 

production out of all proportion to the island’s size, was that cider could be 

shipped in bulk more quickly by sea than overland, with a direct route across 

open sea. With the building of canals and then the railways across the United 

Kingdom, overland transportation outstripped shipping by sea both in terms of 

cost and time and the West Country became a major cider producer, supplanting 
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Jersey as the supplier to the London market. Thereafter, in the 19th century, 

Jersey supplied cider vinegar, which has a less critical duration of passage. 

Although, it is not clear to what extent exporting cider in barrels, by the 

hogshead, would have required the use of pewter measures and whether or not 

these were just used for community sales. There had been earlier periods when 

the island was involved in the wine haulage trade, over the 13th and 14th 

centuries, taking wine from Bordeaux to England, but this was probably as direct 

trade that didn’t require transhipment through Jersey (although possibly 

through Guernsey) and so may not have been a stimulant to pewter production 

in the island, that early.  

The cider industry was one of the island’s first significant agricultural cash 

crops, although the island periodically exported corn and there had been 

profitable cottage industries. The others were the export of dairy cattle and 

salted cod, the latter from the fishing fleet to the Grand Banks, traded to South 

America and the Mediterranean. The island also traded worldwide and 

developed a shipbuilding industry from the late 18th century. Of greater possible 

relevance was the progress of knitting as a cottage industry. This was a major 

export from at least as early as the late Middle Ages, mainly supplying hose as 

far afield as Scotland and Italy (and later, America). Nelson also made the 

guernseys part of Naval Ratings’ uniform, apart from demand from coastal ports. 

Such were the profits that there was a fear agriculture would be neglected and 

in 1608 the Royal Court ordered that all were to down knitting needles during 

the harvest and vraicing seasons, on pain of imprisonment on bread and water. 

As it is, the Industrial Revolution ended this cottage industry and this came 

around the start of the larger cider exports. The cider industry transformed the 

character of the island’s fields and roads, with even smallholders having a press 

room for cider production.  
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In 1629, Philip Falle noted that whereas before everyone drank mead, by then 

they all drank cider. 

 

Jersey measures are ‘balusters’, consisting of a distinct neck and belly in a 

continuous pear-shaped curve, on a foot or foot-rim. From the largest, they are 

the ‘pot’ (“po”), quarte, pînte, demi-pînte, nodgîn and demi-nodgîn. Each size 

contains two of the next below, so a ‘pot’ holds two quarts, or four pints, or 

thirty-two half-noggins. There is a seventh size in the form of the 1½ pint, which 

is adapted from a quart; it is not considered part of the set and had a specialised 

use, possibly for filling bottles. Lined up as a set, the measures descend in height 

in a smooth line from the largest to the smallest and it is apparent the 

proportions of the basic profile have been modified to achieve this. The one-

and-a-half pints had its volume reduced by taking horizontal sections from 

above and below the mould joint at the belly, with the result that the profile 

resembles slightly that of the pint; perhaps, this is an indication of how all the 

profile variations of the set were obtained. There is also a unique example of a 

‘pot’ using the quart profile. The standard of control for both wet and dry 
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measures was the bronze ‘cabot’ made circa 1562 to 1617, now on display at 

Mont Orgueil Castle (the ‘estandard du Chateau’). 

There are four variations of the profile, by size. The pot has a proportionately 

longer neck and more rounded belly, and rises most on its foot-rim. The quart 

has a proportionately shorter neck than the pot and the profile elements (belly 

to neck) are more integrated. The pint is proportionately wider and shorter at 

the belly, with a narrower neck (least noticeable in Group 4). The noggin is of a 

slim design, being taller relative to its width. All of these can be seen as major 

modifications of the quart profile. The half-pint and half-noggin are down-scaled 

versions of the quart, with very slight profile adjustments, to suit the practical 

use of their sizes. These modifications of the basic design may also have been 

dictated by the intended use of the different capacities, but they are 

recognisable variations of a common theme, as a set, due to the ratio of angles 

on the lower and upper belly, and on the neck, being maintained and so being 

consistent, between them. 
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Pot Group 2 ‘IN’ Jean Noël (h. 25cm to lip) Pot Group 4 (h. 25.1cm to lip) 

   

Pot, Group 3 Jean de Ste. Croix trois leopards Pot Group 1 ‘Stork’ mark 

(maker unknown) 
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The earliest dateable measure from Jersey is a pot by Pierre du Rousseau, 

engraved with the date 1718; he was a French pewterer who emigrated to 

Jersey from Châteauneuf (St. Malo), and he was probably making holloware in 

the island from the 1680s. There were other Jersey pewterers at that time and 

earlier, but their works have not survived, or have not been identified, one of 

them used a ‘stork’ touchmark. This is largely because Jean de Ste. Croix, a local 

pewterer who trained in London, in 1765, collected all the old pewter he could 

lay his hands on and melted it down to send to William de Jersey, a Guernsey 

pewterer working in London, formerly his fellow apprentice under Hellier 

Perchard (another Guernseyman in London). De Ste. Croix’s measures marked 

‘IDSX’ are the most common of any single maker and he probably replaced a lot 

of ancient pewter. Earlier Jersey measures may also have been of baluster 

design, but the baluster design in France has its origins in the 16th century, after 

the development of the more common shouldered design and it is possibly the 

earliest Jersey pewter was of the ‘pichet à épaulement’ type, most common in 

France. There is evidence of two shouldered measures of Western French design 

being made in Jersey, one from circa 1680 to the early 1700s and another later, 

by Jean de Ste Croix. This variation is found from St. Malo to Nantes. It is possible 

these were more common in the island and have simply not survived (or have 

gone unidentified), particularly as in the course of the late 16th and 17th 

centuries the Viscount ordered local pewterers to destroy and re-make their 

measures, due to their falling short of the required volumes and their poor metal 

quality (too much lead), also earlier for Helier Touet’s measures.  

Towards the end of the period of production, a pewterer in Normandy was 

making baluster and shouldered measures for the island, the latter of a Norman 

variation (probably Caen or Rouen) and mostly in the sizes of quart and pint. 
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Shouldered ‘pots’ from Caen are also sometimes found, although not necessarily 

identified with this maker. The balusters were made in the full range of sizes (or 

at least, from pot to noggin). 

The earliest piece of pewter found in the Channel Islands is a lidded baluster 

flagon from the 15th century, found in the sea off Guernsey, but it has no 

associations with the islands or Normandy, being from North Germany and most 

likely Hanseatic. The Hanseatic and Dutch baluster designs are much earlier than 

the French regional balusters and are apparently unrelated to them, but some 

Dutch ‘Rembrandtkans’ of the 17th century bear a slight resemblance to the 

Jersey Type and Guernsey Type II (See Alkmaar Triptych); Guernsey Type I is 

more like Normandy balusters. 
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        Group 3, quart, Jean de Ste. Croix ‘IDSX’   Quart, unlidded handle type ‘a’ 

h. 18cm to lip      h. 18cm to lip 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 1 quart           Group 2 quart, Jean Noël ‘IN’ 
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Known Jersey pewterers are Jean and Nicholas Jennes (mentioned c. 1540s), 

Helier Touet (refs. late 16th into the 17th centuries), a number of unnamed 

pewterers (refs. 1607-’51), Pierre Sanson (ref. 1678), Pierre du Rousseau 

(naturalised, originally French, c. 1680s-1725), Jean Noël (1725-40), John de St. 

Croix (3 leopards mark) / Jean de Ste Croix (‘IDSX’ mark) (1730-65). The last is 

presumed to be the same man and to have trained and worked in London, 

before returning to work in Jersey. Apart from that, if a pewterer managed to 

stay out of trouble and out of court, or wasn’t party to any contracts, he would 

go unrecorded and his name would have been lost to posterity. Later, Jersey 

measures of both baluster and shouldered forms were made in Normandy and 

lidless measures in England, France and possibly Jersey (it appears by the 19th 

century, pewter production in Jersey had ceased and the island’s requirements 

for indigenous pewter was outsourced, although some local production in the 

19th century cannot be ruled out completely, but currently, there is no evidence 

one way or the other). Being of Norman design, the later shouldered measures 

suggest a Norman centre (Caen or Rouen), but the island’s relationship with 

Villedieu-les-Poëlles and Dinan are possibilities that have not been considered.   

Also, the origin of the bronze moulds should be considered, assuming they 

were not made in Jersey. One of the French centres is a likely source and the 

activities of French bell-founders who visited Jersey may be of significance.  

In 1656, Martin Huard came from Villedieu-les-Poëlles, to cast a church bell 

for St. Saviour’s Church and then settled in Jersey. In 1754, two more 

bellfounders visited Jersey. Maitre Jacque Pitel cast bells for St. John’s and St. 

Brelade’s and a bell-founder from Dinan called “La Source”, having cast bells for 

St. Ouen’s and St. Martin’s, returned that year to cast bells for St. Brelade’s and 

St. John’s churches. These bell-founders could also have been sources for 

pewter moulds made in bronze or gunmetal. The island also had other links with 
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Villedieu, through importing ‘bachîns’ and other brassware made there. This 

town also made bells for the island much later, so any such connection may be 

too late, but could there have been an earlier relationship between ‘estameurs’ 

in Villedieu-les-Poëlles or Dinan and Jersey?   

Finally, it may be of interest that in 1964 a newspaper report mentions that 

Jean de Ste. Croix’s moulds were offered for sale by a local marine merchant, 

some time before, but ended up in a London jeweller’s cellar and disappeared 

from view. 

Jersey ‘Groups’: Jersey pewter is divided into four ‘groups’, Group 1 being the 

earliest. This group of measures was by Pierre du Rousseau and his 

contemporaries and earlier unnamed Jerseymen. Group 2 was by Jean Noël, in 

Jersey. Group 3 was by Jean de Ste. Croix, both his London and Jersey-made 

pewter, which exhibit some differences between those bearing his different 

marks, possibly with similar flagons by other unknown Jersey contemporaries 

and Group 4, probably made for the island in Normandy. Although some of these 

groups can be distinguished by their marks, where marks are absent, they can 

usually be easily distinguished by variations in the form and fittings, the 

character of any body decoration, the pattern of ‘pips’ on their acorns and 

construction characteristics. Some of the ‘pots’ in Groups 1 and 3 can be difficult 

to distinguish from each other, where the usual distinguishing characteristics are 

slight or absent. Some of the smaller sizes (below pints) can also sometimes be 

difficult to distinguish between Groups 2 and 3. With these, a detailed 

examination after gaining substantial experience can determine which group 

these belong to, but space does not permit going into these here. The typical 

distinguishing characteristics are (taken from An Introduction to Channel Islands’ 

Pewter): 
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Group 1: by Pierre du Rousseau, with other unidentified contemporaries and 

earlier Jersey pewterers, of similar design and the user of the ‘Stork’ mark. Not 

including local pewterers from before the mid-17th century, due to the likely 

date of origin of this particular profile.  Found in pot, quart and pint (the last, 

possibly with one marked[?] another unmarked), with smaller sizes likely 

present but identification difficult. The pint noticeably deeper in the foot than 

in other groups, but very rare. 

Mould joints: Often with a raised or outward-turning ridge at the neck joint, 

sometimes with a fillet, but at other times smooth.  

Body decoration: Frequently (but not always) with two lines below the lip and 

two at the foot, and less commonly with two more widely spaced over the belly 

mould-joint. These paired lines much lighter engraved than those on Group 4. 

Acorns & wedges: prominent and widely-spaced ‘pips’ on the cups with a ring 

around the top of the cups, separating them from the acorns’ ‘nuts’. The pips 

are in a distinctive irregular pattern four pips deep in the pot and in lines of three 

in the quart (often worn away). The pint and smaller sizes have smaller 

completely smooth ringed cups, being more rounded and appearing more 

‘squashed’. The wedge commonly has a concave top surface, which is otherwise 

of even thickness side-to-side from front to back, and quite long, but alternative 

wedges sometimes can appear longer or shorter, narrowing from back to the 

front, both in height and width (as on some Group 3 pieces, with longer wedges). 

Stand-off strut: The lower terminal on the earliest pieces is often joined 

directly to the body, but sometimes has a very short and thick stand-off strut. 

Place and date of manufacture: Jersey c. 1695 to 1725 (Woolmer / Arkwright) 

but more likely before 1680, or if some are by Pierre Sanson and other unnamed 

pewters referred to in the court records, then even earlier. No verification seals. 
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Metal characteristics: Commonly they have a heavy look, generally well made, 

although often this is difficult to distinguish, if they are in a battered condition. 

The ‘patina’ tends towards a light black oxide or none at all (the latter probably 

due to regular cleaning). Cast a little thicker than other groups but the thickness 

comparable with Group 3 with ’three leopards’ mark. 

Group 2: with ‘IN’ mark (most likely Jean Noël) and unmarked related pieces. 

Distinctive profiles; in the pot the neck is more elongated and the form more 

shouldered, or the belly more rounded above and below, and with a deeper 

foot, than in pots from other groups (but see comments for Group 4). The 

profiles for the quarts and pint are also subtly distinctive, as is the assembly and 

metal characteristics. Found probably in all sizes, with identification of any 

smaller unmarked examples being difficult, but marked pints and half-noggins 

have been found and this may be the case with the other smaller sizes. 

Body decoration: a recessed moulding at the foot rim, otherwise none. 

Acorns & Wedges: large prominent ‘pips’ on the acorn cups, on the pot, in 

straight lines of four more close together vertically than in Group 1. On the 

quarts, in ‘s’ shaped rows. The wedges, more of a slope from the acorns than 

the average in other groups, even thickness front to back both in height and 

width. Average length (tending towards short, sometimes, but not as 

proportionately short as some Group 3 with ‘IDSX’ mark). 

Stand-off strut: An average well-made stand-off strut, similar to Group 3 and 

Guernsey Type II. 

Metal: The composition of the metal seems different from other groups, 

appears to be cast thin (in the pots maybe similar to Group 3 IDSX and some 

Group 1, in the quarts thinner). The patina tends to be thin and a greenish, grey 

/ brown in colour, with a goldish hue in some pots, quite distinctive. 
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General comment: In the pot this is the most elegant of the Jersey designs, 

due to the deeper foot, extended proportions of the neck and more rounded 

belly. The patina in the quarts is very distinct, a thin and dark greyish green. In 

the pots a fine grain to the bare or slightly patinated metal, as with some Group 

3 ‘IDSX’ pots. Often struck with Jersey verification seal ‘A’. Variations of ‘IN’ 

mark. 

Date and manufacture: Made in Jersey, c. 1725 to 1740 (Woolmer / 

Arkwright). 

Group 3: By Jean de Ste. Croix, using his ‘IDSX’ mark or his ‘Three Leopards 

London mark’, the latter with his name anglicised as “John de St. Croix”. The 

pieces with each mark are quite different from each other in many respects, the 

general character of the casting and metal, the apparent weight and in their 

thumbpieces. Also, similar unmarked pieces to those marked ‘IDSX’, that may be 

by other local makers. Woolmer and Arkwright proposed that de Ste. Croix 

started working in London, using the ‘three leopards’ mark, then returned to 

Jersey to use the ‘IDSX’ mark, which is of a form associated with the island 

(syllabic initialling, as seen on local marriage stones and early grave markers). 

De St. Croix definitely trained in London and later worked in Jersey (referred to 

in a power of attorney as ‘of this island, pewterer’ or words to that effect), but 

the present author considers the possibility that he was preceded by another 

Jean de Ste. Croix and that the ‘IDSX’ pewter may be earlier. Whichever is the 

case, pewter bearing the IDSX mark or without the mark but of the same design, 

is the most common example found by a single maker. The ‘IDSX’ half-pint 

differs in profile from other Jersey half-pints, although recognisably of a related 

design, but some features lean towards the Guernsey Type I half-pint, which 

itself exhibits some Jersey features (at the foot and in the acorns). The profile of 

this half-pint differs from the average in being proportionately narrower and 
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possibly with a deeper foot. A few examples of this half-pint have been seen and 

this may tentatively suggest another link between de Ste. Croix and Wingod 

(although on that basis alone, somewhat tenuous). Marked ‘IDSX’, most 

probably in all sizes, with the pot and quart being the most common. Struck with 

the ‘three leopards’ ‘London’ mark, only in pot and quart sizes (to the current 

knowledge of the present author). 

Body decoration: None, just a moulding at the end of the foot-rim, where it 

touches the ground. 

Acorns & Wedge: There is a difference between those with the two different 

marks. ‘IDSX’ pots and quarts often have a very short wedge, but almost as often 

longer wedges of a general kind as sometimes also seen in Group 1 (but not of 

the definitive Group 1 design). The acorns have numerous small prickles in a 

random pattern, although these are often worn smooth. The ‘three leopards’ 

pot often has the definitive wedge and ringed acorns of Group 1, but sometimes 

they have the small-pipped acorns as seen on ‘IDSX’ pots, with the longer version 

of the wedge (‘three leopards’ quarts have yet to be assessed from a large 

enough sample). The acorns on the pint downwards are the same as on Group 

1 and these are also found on Guernsey half-pints by Joseph Wingod and others. 

Stand-off strut: Medium rounded, as in Group 2. 

Marks: ‘IDSX’ known from three similar punches. The ‘Bailiwick of Jersey’ seal 

with “John de St. Croix”, with an additional ‘London’ mark and the ‘IW’ in his 

accompanying hallmark may suggest a relationship to another pewterer, such 

as Wingod (seven years his senior, professionally). In London, someone from 

Jersey was supplying Joseph Wingod with parts of Jersey moulds and possibly 

Guernsey moulds and de Ste. Croix seems to have shared some of these moulds 

at the time he was in London. From the present samples viewed, the ‘three 
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leopards’ mark is only found on pots and quarts and not on any of the smaller 

sizes, which, if they are marked, always bear ‘IDSX’ and so were made in Jersey. 

Metal: Thinner in the ‘IDSX’ and related pieces, but of average thickness, that 

of the ‘three leopards’ examples thicker or heavier (or seeming so) and the metal 

composition different (patination different).  

General comment: The profile is of the common kind also seen in Group 1, 

with a gentler slope to the transition from the upper belly to the neck and less 

of an undercut to the foot-rim (than in Groups 2 & 4). In some ‘IDSX’ quarts and 

related forms the foot is less worn, which gives the underbelly to the foot more 

of a curve and elevates the body, but in the absence of this feature through 

wear, a different profile is an illusion and all pieces are near enough the same. 

In respect of this, an ‘IDSX’ half-noggin has a deeper foot, giving it a more elegant 

profile and a form reminiscent of his and the Guernsey Type I half-pints. The 

pots and quarts with the ‘three leopards’ mark appear heavier than their ‘IDSX’ 

counterparts and the former can have thumbpieces or acorns of Group 1 or the 

long wedge version of Groups 1 & 3(IDSX) and acorns as on the ‘IDSX’ examples. 

So far, the short wedge has only been seen on ‘IDSX’ pots and quarts (but 

influenced those of Guernsey Type II marked ‘Ns.L.Ct.’).  

Date and manufacture: c. 1730 to 1765, according to Woolmer and Arkwright 

the named pewterer was the same man Jean de Ste. Croix, who started work in 

London (three leopards mark) then worked in Jersey (IDSX mark), but an 

alternative of two pewterers of different generations, the earlier working 

exclusively in Jersey and the latter in London, then retiring to Jersey (but not 

producing here) has to be considered. However, to date the documentary 

evidence supports Woolmer & Arkwright’s view (although these records have 

not been thoroughly explored and if an earlier man had no reason to go to law, 
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then he would not be in the local records). Other unnamed Jersey pewterers 

who may have been working at the same time and possibly sharing his moulds. 

Group 4: These are believed to have been made in Normandy for the island, 

mostly in the island’s ‘baluster’ design, but also in shouldered forms (pichet à 

épaulement). Some of them have a ‘dahlia’ design over the hinge pin-boss which 

is also seen on Normandy pewter from Caen. The profile of the pot resembles 

that of Group 2 by Jean Noël, in appearing to have a proportionately longer neck, 

rounder belly and deeper foot than the more common design, but this profile 

whilst similar, may not be exactly the same and these similarities may be 

coincidental. If they are not, this may suggest the Norman pewterer obtained 

old moulds from Jersey, formerly belonging to Jean Noël. Found in all sizes, 

except possibly the half-noggin[?]. 

Body decoration: Pairs of engraved lines, as on Group 1 but at different 

locations and of a different character. A pair of well-spaced lines just below the 

lip (generally with more of a gap between them than in Group 1), a single line 

about an inch above the mould-joint / widest part of the belly, two lines as below 

the lip, just above the bottom of the belly (just before it turns into the foot-rim). 

The location of the middle line is the same as reeded bands at this location on 

pewter balusters in Normandy (as opposed to over the widest part of the belly, 

as on other Channel Islands’ examples). The locations are exactly the same as on 

shouldered pichets in quart and smaller sizes made by the same manufacturers 

to the Jersey Standard, for use exclusively in the island. This body decoration 

(the location of the lines) is exactly the same as seen on Caen shouldered 

measures (pichets à épaulement). 

Acorns & Wedge: Both cups taken together; large well-spaced ‘pips’ in a 

random pattern based on a lozenge or diamond arrangement (possibly) or 

maybe random but tending more to diagonal straight lines (sometimes), a 
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distinct pattern for purposes of identification. Sometimes the pips line-up at a 

slight diagonal about six or seven pips deep (at the back, possibly at the front). 

In the quart the pips line up three or four pips deep on the right cup at the front 

and seem to be arranged in interlocking circular patterns (centred on a pip) on 

the left acorn front and four deep. In straight or slightly diagonal lines at the 

back, with some rows out of line. In all cases, this produces a distinct pattern for 

the purposes of identifying common moulds and classification. 

Stand-off strut: As in other groups, maybe slightly shorter (may vary?) 

Metal: Maybe a bit heavier than usual, quart downwards not as thin as in 

Group 2, but comparable to other groups. Lacks the characteristic translucent 

greyish-green patina of other Jersey pewter (mainly Groups 2 & 3 and lidless 

handle types ‘a’), and tends towards a heavy oxide as on Britannia Metal, except 

thinner and with a brown tinge, or no oxide at all (needs further investigation). 

General comment: Balusters of this group were also used to make lidless 

measures with handle type ‘b’, these most likely made by removing the lid and 

cutting through the hinge boss and filling the hinge well that would have been 

left exposed (this fill can often be seen). 

Date and manufacture: France, c. 1790 to 1830 (Woolmer / Arkwright). 

A Jersey quart by Joseph Wingod: This quart appeared for auction as Lot 13, 

by ‘Royka’s Auctioneers and Appraisers’ at Leominster, MA, USA on 12th May 

2012. The maker is given as “H.G.” but this is the owner’s initials, stamped on 

the lid, Guernsey-style, which may suggest use in Guernsey. The maker’s mark 

is struck twice on top of the lid each side, with ‘London’ in between, at the end 

of the wedge. The Crowned Tudor rose and part of a pillar can just be made out. 

Wingod was not the only London pewterer to use this mark of a rose between 

pillars, but given his involvement in making some Guernsey pewter, it is most 

likely his. The mould joint at the belly is covered by a raised fillet in the manner 
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of some earlier Group 1 measures and of a half-pint from Jersey, near enough 

of the Guernsey Type I profile made by Wingod, Thomas Inglis and others (but 

not exactly the same), and this fillet is rather crudely made, compared to those 

bearing Pierre du Rousseau’s mark. The over all shape is a little odd, as if some 

of the height of the upper body had been lost (in the manner of the 1½ pint, 

maybe?) The height is given as ‘8’ and the width as ‘4’, without specifying if this 

is in inches or metric, but this is probably in inches measured to the top of the 

thumbpiece. It is described as “An Early English Pewter Covered Pitcher” 18th 

century. It is not possible, from the auction photos, to make an assessment of 

the Jersey Group to which the acorns and wedge might belong, possibly small 

prickles as on ‘IDSX’ and some ‘three leopards’ pieces. The construction looks 

quite crude and if made by Wingod, it is the only Jersey piece known to be made 

by him. He also made Guernsey Type II pots, Types I and II quarts and Type I half-

pints of a design also made by earlier makers (the latter for both islands, marked 

with Jersey verification seal ‘A’ or Guernsey verification marks) 

Jersey lidless types: These are defined by three handle types, with 

subdivisions, as handle type ‘a’ (blind hinge boss, sometimes with an ovolo 

moulding at the foot) (c.1800-1840), ‘b’, smooth or stepped upper terminal 

(Jersey Group 4 body) (1780-1830) and ‘c’, a hollow or solid ‘D’ section handle, 

often with an extended lower terminal and with grooves or ridges at the top of 

the handle as a thumb grip (c. 1850-1900). Handle type ‘a’ were either converted 

from lidded measures made in Jersey (if so, then earlier than stated) or when 

made anew, then at least some, if not all, in Birmingham. Type ‘c’ handled types 

could have been made in France, Jersey or England, but the last two are more 

likely and the hollow handles on the larger pieces are identical to those seen on 

English Imperial bulbous measures (although these could have been ordered in 

bulk). 
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Jersey Type II? A Unique example of a 

Jersey ‘pot’ made to the quart profile 

may represent a ‘Jersey Type II’ in the 

‘pot’ size only (any smaller pieces would 

be substantially the same as the common 

set). 

 

Jersey shouldered measures & measures used in Jersey but originally made 

for use in France: Apart from the shouldered measures made late by a Norman 

manufacturer specifically for use in Jersey, at least two earlier examples of 

shouldered measures of Western French profile were made in Jersey. This 

design is found at various centres from near St. Malo (but not at St. Malo, itself) 

across to Nantes. These are a quart made by a Jersey Group 1 maker and another 

quart by Jean de Ste. Croix with ‘IDSX’ mark. Other very similar unmarked quarts 

have been found in Jersey, with and without Jersey verification marks and it is 

not known if these were made in the island or were imported from France. Other 

shouldered pichets were used in Jersey, usually of the Caen design and most 

commonly in the pot size, made for use in France and brought to Jersey, 

sometimes with Jersey verification marks added. There are also 1½ pint Jersey 

measures cut down from quarts imported from Caen, these are found lidded 

and without lids. An unusual 1½ pint of unique shouldered design is also known, 

with body decoration and the Dahlia hinge boss seen on Group 4 lidded 

measures of both types, made for use in Jersey, so most probably made in 

Normandy, but of a design created specifically for the island. Another unique 

design in this size was made by making a smaller upper body for a Jersey quart 

baluster and there is a lidded example by ‘IN’, of the common adaptation from 
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the Jersey quart. There is also an example of a baluster measure from St. Malo, 

used in Jersey (possibly a pint or half-pint). 

Jersey verification seals: A crowned ‘GR’, lacking any district number. The 

earliest quite crude, dating to George II, becoming more sophisticated with time. 

They cover George II to Queen Victorian (inclusive), thereafter ‘ER’ was used for 

Edward VII and GR with a J below, for Georges V & VI, although the Jersey 

standard was abandoned for the Imperial standard in 1919. They are classified 

as seals ‘A’ to ‘E’ with variations of seals ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. These seals are unhelpful 

in dating pieces, because an early piece could go for centuries unverified then 

receive a late seal. With the earliest seals, all one can say is that a piece is at 

least that age. Group 1 measures do not carry verification seals at all, the first to 

be sealed being those marked ‘IN’. As we know that pewter much before 1700 

is likely to have been destroyed it is possible there were earlier verification 

marks that have been lost with those pieces. 

  

‘IN’ & ‘IDSX’ half-noggins 
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pinched pourer of pot   different noggin profile (poss. Guern.) Old standard 
noggin 

Jersey verification marks ‘A’ & ‘B’ 

Lidless pint (handle type ‘a’)  Jean de Ste. Croix    

 

 

         John de St. Croix 

 

Left: Group 1 thumbpiece.             
Centre: ‘Stork’ mark (maker 
unknown) fishing in reeds. 
Right: Jean Noël. 
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Probably IDSX, lid missing. John de Ste. Croix 3 leopards pot  
before repair & restoration 

   

Typical Group 1 pot Group 1 Pot by Pierre du Rousseau with  
similar quart (the latter unmarked) 
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Jersey quarts from Groups 1, 2, 3 (top), 3, 4 and lidless handle type ‘a’ (below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

half-noggin,  
lidless handle type ‘c’ 
(h. 6.6cm to lip) 

Described as a “Dalhia” this hinge boss, which 

comes in two designs, is more likely an industrial 

symbol featuring sprockets for a chain-drive, such 

as on a weaving loom or a threshing machine. 

This may have had political undertones. 
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Shouldered measures (Group 4 not shown, see JPS articles by André Henkemans). 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Western French quart (early 18th cent.) Former Caen quart, same by 
Jersey Group 1 maker     decoration as Group 4 
       also made unlidded (19th cent.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Caen pot ‘pichet à épaulement’ used in Jersey, but made at 

Caen for use in France (19th cent.) and found in a Jersey midden 
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Identification by Acorn Design (further notes) 

The following two pages show photos of acorns from the different Jersey 

‘Groups’, which can assist with identification. 

The assigning of pieces to ‘groups’ by body characteristics and decoration has 

been noted above, here we will consider any difficulties in using the character 

of the ‘pips’ on acorns to aid identification, in greater detail. The problem here 

is that the thumbpieces can be subjected to severe wear, sometimes worn 

smooth. Often the stubs of the pips are still visible to the naked eye, but not well 

enough for photography. If all else fails, the shape of the whole acorns, their 

placement in relation to each other (unless each acorn has been soldered on 

individually, which does not often seem to be the case) and the shape of each 

acorn, peculiarities in the way each nut sits at a slight angle in its cup, and the 

shapes of the cups, can come to our aid, but the key is the size and pattern of 

the pips (where these can be discerned). Whilst on the issue of wear, another 

area that can be subjected to severe wear is the foot, which if the wear is severe, 

can change the apparent depth of the foot and well under it, and the effect of 

this on the perception of the profile as a whole (see the example of two identical 

IDSX quarts, with different wear at the foot, page 26). 

More on ‘Pip’ size and patterns. 

In general, the size and pattern of acorn ‘pips’, the shape of the acorns and of 

the wedges are consistent within each group, but there are exceptions and any 

assessment is only as good as the size of the sample considered. The examples 

shown here represent definitive specimens and do not take account of 

exceptional variations. In addition, many of the acorn cups are worn almost 

smooth and the pips do not photograph easily, if at all, although discernible 

enough to the naked eye. Exceptions are shown only where they have occurred 

a number of times in the available sample, possibly establishing an additional 
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definitive type. Any identification of a flagon with a particular ‘group’ would 

ideally be based on the recognition of a number of definitive features together, 

some more certain than others. It should be remembered that a number of 

pewterers are unrecorded and that some pieces appearing to be by a known 

maker, may not be. For example, there is an overlap in attribution on some 

unmarked specimens from Groups 1 and 3 (those few lacking definitive features 

of either group, apart from the IDSX acorns, if originally these were a less 

common alternative to the definitive Group 1 acorns), but Groups 2 and 4 can 

be positively identified more easily (not withstanding that there may be 

exceptions yet to be discovered). There is also the issue of repairs, of the 

replacement of a lost lid with one from a scrapped body of another group. 

Usually such repairs are self-evident, but then, such a re-attachment of a lid 

might involve the lid original to the piece. So, a certain amount of 

circumspection and unavoidable subjective assessment will be involved. In the 

case of the samples shown here, there is no evidence of such repairs.  
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Jersey Acorns 

 
Jersey Group 1 (inc. a Guernsey Type II – reeded bands, with Group 1 acorns) 
 

 
Jersey Group 2 ‘IN’ 
 

 
Jersey Group 3 ‘IDSX’. Also showing usual ‘short’ wedge & ‘long’ wedge 
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Jersey Group 3 ‘Leopards mark’ with ‘IDSX’-style and ‘Group 1’-style acorns 

 
Jersey Group 4 

   
Group 4 pots, RHS with pair of lines closer together 

 
 
 
 
Group 4 pint with wide angle between acorns, rarely seen 
on Jersey pewter, but common in France.  
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For enlargements of 
‘marks’ page,  
see p. 48 
and ‘seals’ p. 55 
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Guernsey pewter 

Guernsey had a greater involvement in shipping wine and was a more frequent 

port of call for Channel shipping, than Jersey, which may have a bearing on the 

character of pewter used in the island. The Martel cognac merchants started in 

Jersey and moved their operations to Guernsey, before moving to France as 

major producers, which in the trade of other beverages may have a bearing on 

the design and uses of the islands’ pewter. Guernsey pewter is found in two types 

(with a possible third):  

Guernsey Type I has a slenderer neck with a more continuous slope and the 

narrowest part much higher than in the Jersey Type. It stands on a deep foot 

and usually has reeded bands over the neck and belly mould joints, or bands of 

multiple engraved lines. This produces a much more elegant overall and 

elevated effect. The general profile resembles those of Normandy more closely 

(in particular the larger of the Rouen ‘pichets’) and may be close to an imagined 

and lost progenitor of some Normandy balusters, if it represents conservatism 

in design (this is debatable). The basic profile is seen in much earlier stemmed 

flagons from England, the Netherlands & France, although no relationship is 

implied.  

The most common surviving examples of this type were made in Hampshire 

by the Carters, with subsidiary marks ‘AC’ (Ann Carter), ‘SM’ & ‘CM’ (Morrant), 

but there were other roughly contemporary and earlier makers using the marks 

‘AD’ and ‘TC’ (the last with cartwheels, but lacking Carter crests, possibly 

unrelated) dated by Woolmer & Arkwright from 1710 to 1830. Also, Thomas 

Inglis and Joseph Wingod, and possibly earlier unnamed makers (whose profiles 

were slightly different to the later ones, although identifiably of the same type). 

Type I can also be distinguished from the Type II by its deeper stand-off strut at 

the lower attachment of the handle to the body and its deeper foot. The foot in 

the form of a truncated cone has a grooved moulding around it, although rarely, 

the surface can be plain. Examples by ‘CM’ in the pots, are deepest at the foot 
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and are perhaps the most elegant in that size. The name ‘Morrant’ associated 

with the Carters is of interest. The name is unknown in Guernsey but is found in 

Jersey and has ‘Mourant’ amongst its variations. The name is of French origin 

and is also known in England, so whether this may suggest a link to Jersey is 

unknown and likely to remain so. 

The quart differs from the other sizes in lacking the usual twin-acorn thumb-

piece. Instead it has twin buds, with numerous small prickles, where these have 

not been worn smooth. These are quite unlike twin buds seen on Continental 

and English pewter. These buds are also seen, with a foliate finish, on the island’s 

slim baluster quart, which are otherwise of the same shape, angle, proportions 

and size as on Type I.  

They are found in four sizes from pot to half-pint, the half-pint having a 

merged foot similar to the Jersey Type, but in all other respects being of 

Guernsey Type I, in character. There are slight profile adjustments between the 

pot to pint, for the requirements of each size, but less marked than between 

Jersey or Guernsey Type II sizes, with the half-pint being significantly different. 

Proportionately the pot has the narrowest and longest neck and the most 

expansive belly, almost like a weighted wineskin. The acorns are of an 

alternative French design rarely seen in Jersey and on the pint are set at a wider 

angle to each other, as with a Jersey Group 4 pint (a feature often seen in 

France). The wedge has a more triangular form (narrowing towards the end), 

than on Jersey and Type II measures. 
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All sizes have concave or ground-out inner surfaces to their handles (a feature 

seen on the slim baluster type) and end in spatulas at the lower terminals. The 

handles narrow from side to side towards the upper terminal (as in Type III) and 

sometimes are ‘bent’. The impression of greater elegance than the other types 

from the islands, on the pot, quart and pint, is enhanced by the longer stand-off 

struts, but on the half-pint is more like on the Jersey Type and Guernsey Type II. 

   Type I   Type II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slim baluster type 
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^ Wingod  
half pint 
(not to scale) 
h. 12.5 cm 
The ‘AD’ ½ 
pint is more 
like the main 
set. 

Guernsey Type I pot (h. 24.7 cm), quart (h. 19.5 cm) & pint (h. 15.7 cm) approx., measured 

to lip 

Note the 
concave inner 
surface to the 
handles  
& triangular 
wedge. 
 

‘CM’ Guernsey Type I pot. 
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Guernsey Type II Pot (h. 24 cm) & Quart (18.8 cm) (not to same scale) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guernsey Type II pint (h.14.2 cm) & half-pint (Jer. 
11.8 cm, Guern 12 cm) (not to same scale) 

 

 

 

 

Acorns similar to ‘IDSX’ 
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Guernsey Type II and Jersey profiles 

These photos demonstrate how the Guernsey Type II design, with the distinct 

‘foot’ as seen in Guernsey Type I, was derived from the Jersey design: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Jersey ‘IDSX’ pot.  Right: Guernsey Type II ‘Ns.L.Ct.’ pot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Guernsey Type II.   Right: Jersey Group 3 ‘IDSX’. 
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Guernsey Type II superficially resembles Type I, but above the mould-joint on 

the belly (at the mid- point) is taken completely from the Jersey Type, but with 

a rounded lower belly above a distinct foot as in Type I. The Jersey belly merges 

into a diminutive foot rim, except in a few footed examples where the foot joins 

the body further up the curve of the lower belly, giving a different character to 

Type II and so is easily distinguished from it. This Type has a range of different 

forms of foot to Type I, mainly in the form of a short stem, but when in a straight 

slope, with a final rim, is much shallower. Guernsey Type II was thought to have 

been made late, most probably in England, to be traded by the Guernsey 

merchant Nicholas Le Cheminant and marked by him on the top of the lid 

accordingly, but the similarity of the thumbpieces, in some respects, to the 

Jersey pieces marked ‘IDSX’ for Jean de Ste. Croix may suggest their origin and 

manufacture in Jersey (or an adaptation based on the ‘IDSX’ sources). The ‘pot’ 

has the short ‘IDSX’ wedge, although the sides converge slightly towards the 

end. Apart from that, earlier examples have been found with a slightly different 

profile, with thumbpieces from Jersey Group 1 and some pots and quarts made 

by Joseph Wingod of London (limited examples of quarts by Wingod are known, 

in both Types I & II). Added to this, some early Guernsey pieces (including a half-

pint with the ‘AD’ in a heart mark, if Woolmer & Arkwright dated this mark later 

than it should be) exhibit profile characteristics intermediate between the two 

Types that may suggest the two profiles diverged from a common ancestor at 

some point, with later versions of Type II then using the Jersey profile for its 

design (above the mould joint, at the belly).  The earlier examples of Type II have 

a more uniformly rounded belly, unlike the Ns. L. Ct. examples, which have a 

more shaped belly (with the vertical curve leaning outwards and a slight 

squaring off or increase of the curve as it moves from the horizontal to the 

vertical, a feature seen on some later French pewter and possibly indicating a 
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general contemporary fashion trend?) These earlier examples also have reeded 

bands as on Type I, which leads to some mis-identification. The earlier examples 

may suggest that the Type II design was originated by Joseph Wingod, using 

parts of discarded Group 1 moulds from Jersey, but equally, the design could 

have originated in a Jersey workshop, with the moulds being picked up later by 

Wingod, courtesy of Jean de Ste. Croix or a local predecessor. In relation to this, 

it may be significant that the allegedly ‘earlier’ measures by de Ste. Croix with 

the ‘three leopards’ mark, presumed to have been made in London after 

completing his apprenticeship, sometimes have thumbpieces from earlier Group 

1 moulds, whereas the measures with his ‘IDSX’ mark assumed to have been 

made after his return to Jersey, have quite different thumbpieces and wedges. 

There appear to have been close relationships between Channel Islands’ 

pewterers in London and their English colleagues, making Channel Islands’ 

measures in that city, although production from London seems to have been 

sporadic and intermittent, with the London production of Jersey pieces limited 

to John de St. Croix and the single example possibly by Wingod. 

There is no record of pewter-making in Guernsey and it is clear some Jersey 

pieces were made there and exported to Guernsey, with one example of a 

Guernsey Type II quart by Pierre du Rousseau (who worked in Jersey) [ref. A 

Channel Island Rarity, John Bank, JPS April 2008?], so it is reasonable to presume 

that Jersey pewterers made some pewter of the Guernsey types for export to 

Guernsey and that possibly the main supply before the Carters took over, was 

from pewterers in Jersey, but the evidence is thin. Another maker using the mark 

‘PSH’ of a Type II pint may also suggest Jersey, the plain ‘initials’ mark being 

more characteristic of Jersey than of England or France, although not exclusive 

to the island (also the uniformity of style of these marks). Woolmer & Arkwright 

suggest Pierre Sohier for that mark. 
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Made in the four sizes from pot to half-pint, with the half-pint having a 

squashed belly very similar to a smaller size from Rouen and some larger and 

earlier examples from locations as far afield as Leiden. 

A Guernsey noggin? 

A footed pear-shaped noggin is found in both islands, but possibly more so in 

Guernsey. Its profile is a variation of or different from the standard Jersey noggin 

and it is not really such a slender form. There is the possibility that this noggin 

belongs to either Guernsey Type I or II, but the profile is too indeterminate, it 

could belong to either ‘Type’ or even either island. Sometimes with foot or foot-

rim. 

     

Left: Pear-shaped noggin Centre & Right: Standard Jersey noggins (not to same scale) 
h. 9.4 cm. 9.4 cm. 9.4 cm to lip’ (so, all the same height). 

 
Guernsey verification seals: 

Guernsey measures are sometimes marked with the rare Guernsey 

verification marks stamped opposite each other, outside at the lip, of fleur-de-

lys and a rose (or another flower). This applies in particular to the earlier Type I 

half-pints already mentioned. 
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Similarity of Guernsey Types I & II to Rouen baluster ‘col de cygnes’: The 

profile of Guernsey Type I is the closest to baluster profiles from Normandy, in 

particular that for the Rouen baluster size equivalent to the quart. The Rouen 

example has a different foot, more characteristic of Guernsey Type II and the 

location of the lower reeded band is in the higher position common in 

Normandy, but the profile of the body itself exhibits a number of similar 

characteristics (although not exactly the same). Undoubtedly this similarity is 

significant and ties the Guernsey Type I profile to Normandy as a ‘Normandy 

Type II’ design (i.e. baluster). By contrast, the smaller Rouen measure, 

equivalent roughly to a Jersey noggin, exhibits a profile very similar to Guernsey 

Type II. Bearing in mind that the latter is derived solely from the ‘Jersey Type’ 

and its design was probably created later than that for this smaller Rouen 

measure, it is likely this is purely a coincidence and of no significance, although 

clearly all the baluster designs from both islands (except maybe Guernsey Type 

III) belong to the Norman family of related baluster designs, classified as 

Normandy Type II (Type I being the shouldered profile).  
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Guernsey Type II pots reeded h. 25.2cm. Ns.L.Ct. h. 24.2cm. Jersey version h. 24.2cm. Rouen (h. 9.7cm) 

 

Guernsey Type I pots (h. Carter ‘SM’ h. 24.5cm. Carter ‘CM’) Rouen (Sahut) h. 21.6cm Falaise h. 27cm  

 

The main difference between these two groups is in the relative height of the 

narrowest part of the neck and of the mid-point of the belly, which with the 

roundness or flattening of the belly, makes the transition to the neck less or 

more continuous. 
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quart h. 199mm 1082cc.   pint h. 152mm 568 cc.        half-pint h. 120mm 

 

Guernsey Type III (or Guernsey slim baluster type): These resemble the Jersey 

profile, but are of a  slim design of similar proportions to the English 16th century 

baluster and exhibit a number of secondary features that link it to Guernsey 

Type I. The character of the profile is such that derivation from the English 

baluster is unlikely, unless it is an English-Jersey-Guernsey hybrid, made for 

Guernsey. 

They come in the three sizes of quart, pint and half-pint, each with its own 

profile variation, based on a common theme. There are at least four known 

examples of the quart and there may be more, which justifies classifying this as 

a Guernsey ‘Type’ (III).  

The quart has the highest set neck of the three, with a long sloping belly on a 

shallow, but distinct foot. 

The pint profile is very close to the Jersey noggin, which is a narrow version 

of the Jersey quart, but the other sizes are not so similar to the noggin, which 

suggests this similarity may be a coincidence and not of any significance. For it 

to be so, the quart and half-pint would have to be variations of the pint, in turn 

based on the Jersey noggin, which seems most unlikely. More likely, all three are 
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variations of each other, due to the practicalities of their intended use. Other 

examples of the pint have been reported, but not confirmed photographically.  

The half-pint has some slight resemblance to the Jersey quart, again, possibly 

coincidental, and its mouth is closest in character to that of the English slim 

baluster, although this may be incidental.  

All examples share common features: They are cast in two halves and joined 

vertically, an archaic feature. Their handles have concave inner surfaces, in the 

quart more extreme than on Guernsey Type I handles, although similar to that 

seen on some French pewter. The handles exhibit other features in common 

with Guernsey Type I, strongly suggesting a link to a Type I maker (probably 

early) or to its design as a source. The quart has the ‘twin-bud’ thumbpiece seen 

on Guernsey Type I quarts, except the latter are smooth with small prickles and 

the slim baluster quarts’ buds have a foliate finish. The quart and the Type I 

quart are exactly the same hight at lip and at the thumbpieces. The foot on all 

three seems merged into the body as a foot-rim, as with most Jersey examples, 

but is slightly footed in the manner of some Guernsey Type I half-pints, having a 

definite ‘Type I’ character (despite the shallow depth). 

The body decoration is similar and at the same locations on all examples, 

although with some slight minor variations on one or two of the quarts. 

The vertical seaming suggests a very early date, but the quality of finish may 

suggest a later date. There is no indication of where they were made, but if the 

case for the manufacture of the earliest examples of the first two Guernsey 

Types by Jersey pewterers has any merit, manufacture in Jersey is likely. 

Otherwise, England or France is equally possible. The metal quality and 

patination possibly suggest an English origin of at least the ingots, either direct 

(if made in Jersey) or imported through Jersey (intended for use in Jersey) as 

there are records of Jersey smugglers taking tin and pewter ingots into France. 
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At least one example has a mark that eventually may be identified, to settle the 

matter of origin. 

It is not clear if the base is inserted or the foot is cast as a unit and joined 

horizontally to the bottom of the body, but there is no evidence of the vertical 

seam on the outside (although clearly visible on the inside) and these measures 

are produced and finished to a very high quality, as is the case with most Channel 

Islands’ pewter. 

 

 

 

 

Measures of each island’s design, made for use in the other island: 

There are examples of measures of the Jersey Type being made for use in 

Guernsey and vice-versa. Jersey lidded measures are occasionally found in 

Guernsey, made for use in that island. A particular example has a shaped pourer 

and lip, untypical of both islands and slightly reminiscent of French pewter, it is 

also slightly larger than average, although within the range of pots made for 

Jersey. A Guernsey Type II measure has also been found in Jersey, made 

specifically for use in that island. The same goes for Guernsey Type I & Type II 

half-pints made to the Jersey standard (an example of each), both slightly 
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smaller than their Guernsey counterparts. As Jersey measures are on average 

larger than Guernsey measures, allowing more leeway for error, despite the 

larger Guernsey standard, it is significant that these alternatives in each island 

are closer to the required standards, for which they were made. A Guernsey 

Type I pot and quart (or pint) were used in Jersey, but had their feet removed, 

which may be an indication of differences of use in each island and the reason 

for the Jersey foot-rim (these last measures were presumably originally made 

for use in Guernsey, but were verified in Jersey). A Guernsey Type II quart was 

also adapted for use in Jersey, having originally been made for use in Guernsey 

(all the last three examples at the Jersey Museum). 

 

 

Jersey ‘pot’ made for use in Guernsey (centre & right) 
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Owners’ marks: 

In Jersey these are crudely engraved on the handle, in Guernsey they are 

stamped from dies on the outside of the lid. In France either method can be 

found, but it appears the islands’ owners had specific tastes, or maybe each 

island specified where owners could put their initials (further research 

required). This can be an additional guide to determining which island a measure 

was made for, irrespective of the type (where a type from one island was made 

for the other). 

On the ‘Trade’ and identification: 

Familiarity with Channel Islands’ pewter, by antique dealers, auctioneers and 

collectors alike, varies. Some are unable to distinguish between pewter from the 

different islands, let alone to identify ‘types’ or Jersey ‘groups’ and in some 

cases, they simply can’t be bothered. Some use general terms for all pewter 

flagons, such as “tappit hen”, which is a type of Scottish flagon based on an 

archaic 15th century design imported from Normandy and no longer found there. 

Others confuse ‘groups’ with ‘types’ or Jersey ‘handle types’ with groups. This 

may not matter, if the collector is simply attracted to a form for its own sake, 

without any interest in where it came from or when, or its relationship to other 

pieces; but it does matter, if they are searching catalogues for a particular 

example or are interested in the history. All of these ‘types’ and ‘groups’ are 

easily distinguished, once you know what you are looking for and the more 

examples seen, the easier it gets to identify any atypical example. 

‘Fakes’ 

A huge amount of pewter measures has been exported by antique dealers 

from both islands, chiefly from Jersey and mainly from the mid-1960s to the 

1980s. The antiques’ trade was aware of the islands’ ‘flagons’ from the early 20th 

century or earlier and some local pewter was exported as antiques, so attempts 
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may have been made at deception in those times, or the mistaken attribution of 

pieces with no connection to the islands, although as far as faking was 

concerned, when it is considered that hundreds of Jersey measures were broken 

up for plumbing solder into the early 1960s, and they were worth very little in 

the island, one has to wonder why forgers would bother. There is also the issue 

of the moulds, those used by Jean de Ste, Croix having left the island for London 

and since having disappeared; could these have been used for producing 

reproductions? There is no evidence for the production of fakes, but there is for 

miss-attribution by Richard Mundy. In addition, some Jersey pewter evidently 

travelled with the many local people who sought their future in England and 

America, and there were the occasional charities set up in England, funded from 

the island. Here are two examples of items given island connections, but which 

do not conform to the island’s standard. The first may in fact be a French ‘pichet’ 

from Normandy, perhaps Lisieux, Caen or Vimoutiers and the second from 

another part of Europe or a fake (the latter with a maker’s mark), 

notwithstanding the remote possibility that both may have a connection, 

however unlikely, to the island. The Richard Neate touch-plate has a fake ‘IDSX’ 

mark, easily discernible from the authentic marks, but this has, as far is known, 

not appeared on any fake pewter purporting to be from the islands.  
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Probably a Normandy pint h. 17 to 20 cm       Unknown, attributed to the Channel Islands by Mundy  
646 ml      h. 26.2 cm 1903.6 ML with mark & rosette 

 
On collecting: Patina 

The assessment of secondary characteristics such as patina is unavoidably 

subjective and will be subject to revision, but some Jersey pewter is valued for 

its desirable transparent greyish-green patina, through which the grain of the 

metal is sometimes visible, however, this quality is by no means universal or 

even that common. This type of patina is also seen on some later English slim 

baluster measures and suggests a metal of an ‘English’ composition, with more 

tin and less lead than French pewter, but presumably the quality of care and 

atmospheric conditions over a long period will contribute to the patina.  

This suggests two factors that affect patina, the metal composition (the ratio 

of lead to tin, and copper, if it is present) and the way the metal has been cared 

for, whatever the composition. Within this particular patina, in terms of origin, 

there are two avenues; those which appear to be original (having developed 

continuously, since manufacture) and where the patina has built up after 
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thorough cleaning from a heavy black oxide to bright metal a long time ago, but 

with signs of the original heavy oxidisation around the mouldings and other such 

edges. The key is that, whether this had built up slowly since first sale or after 

deep cleaning, the metal surface has been well cared for ever since, through 

consistent regular oiling, and kept in reasonable atmospheric conditions. From 

the sample considered, flagons with this patina appear to belong exclusively (or 

mostly) to Groups 2 (IN) and 3 (IDSX only). This suggests that the metal 

composition for Groups 1 and 4 are different, perhaps more ‘French’ (with more 

lead, which has a lighter oxide) or different in some other way. Group 4 can form 

black oxide as well, although somewhat thin, but can have a thin oxide that 

resembles the greyish-green patina, but has a blueish tinge and Group 1 either 

lacks oxide or varies considerably. Group 3 with the leopards’ mark appears to 

have used a metal of quite different composition to those by ‘IDSX’, despite 

being made in London, but this may be a false impression from the chance 

vagaries of the conditions in which the items sampled have been kept over time.  

Strangely, Guernsey Type I measures fall just short of this quality of patina, 

despite largely having been made in England, although they possess something 

of the same quality, but heavier and more opaque (again, this may have less to 

do with the metal composition, than with how they were cared for). The 

Guernsey Type II pot made in Jersey is typical of the best Jersey patina, but other 

Type II flagons have a heavier dark green patina, suggesting an English metal 

mix, where they have not been kept (or cleaned) bright. Although French flagons 

tend to build up only a slight oxide, there are exceptions with a heavy black oxide 

not unlike some English pewter and Britannia Metal, suggesting a higher tin 

content (if the present author has understood the oxidisation characteristics of 

different tin to lead ratios).  
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Occasionally this patina is seen on lidless measures of handle type ‘a’. With 

some examples, it is striking that the lower and upper parts of the body oxidise 

differently, the patina above being greyish-green and below being thinner with 

a bluish tinge, as if different metal mixtures had been used for the two parts. A 

difference in the two halves, joined at the widest part of the belly, is consistently 

observed in handle type ‘a’ bodies, whatever the characteristics of the patina or 

oxide.  

This is an area worth considering, but which requires more informed 

assessment than that given here. 
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Jersey & Guernsey legislated Standards and actual size ranges. 
 

Jersey revised 1827:  
pot 2049ml, quart 1024 ml, pint 512 ml, half-pint 256 ml, noggin 128 ml,  
half-noggin 64 ml. 
Jersey before 1827: 
pot 1972 ml, quart 968 ml, pint 484 ml, half-pint 242 ml, noggin 121 ml,  
half-noggin 60.5 ml. 
Guernsey  
pot 2127ml, pint 534 ml. 
 
Pewter of the Channel Islands (Stanley Woolmer & Charles Arkwright) - 
‘Appendix I’: 
Jersey ‘pots’, Range of volumes measured:  2045 ml to 2259 ml. 
Average for whole sample of 37 pots: 2071 ml. 
Largest pot, by IDSX, was exceptional (to their sample). 
 
Sample ‘Appendix III’ 
Guernsey Type I pots:  2112 – 2212 ml.    [sample of 16 
pots]. 
Guernsey Type II pots: 2196 ml (with only one example measured).  
These ranges would suggest that attributing use to Guernsey on the basis of size 
alone cannot be made due to the greater volume range of the Jersey sample, 
which at its maximum exceeds that of the Guernsey sample, despite the smaller 
Jersey standard. It should be noted that Woolmer and Arkwright’s sample for 
‘pots’ from both Guernsey Types (16 pots from Type I) was less than half that 
for Jersey (37 pots). They also measured a Guernsey Type II pot for use in Jersey 
at 2157 ml. 
Jersey quarts: 
Woolmer and Arkwright give a range in their sample of Group 1 quarts of 1032 
ml. to 1087 ml., the pre-1828 standard quart being 968 ml., the post 1828 
standard quart being 1024 ml. 
1½ pints’ volumes for comparison: 
Given by Woolmer / Arkwright as 768 cc 
 
Expected standards for 1½ pints: 
pre-1828  526 ML [calculated by adding pint to half-pint] 
post-1828 768 ML [calculated] 
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Sample of 1½ pints (all with Jersey verification seals): 
handle type c 785 ML 
handle type a 777 ML 
Caen (type)  783 ML  
Caen[?] (type) 775 ML 
 
Some regular ‘pot’ weights: 
J.Gp 1    1.570 kg  3lb 7 oz   
J.Gp1 for Guernsey  1.630 kg  3lb 9 ¼ oz  
J.Gp3 pot leopards  1.535 kg  3lb 6oz   
J.Gp4 pot   2.010 kg 4lb 6 ¾ oz 

Jersey verification seals: 
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The following is a translation of an earlier version of this document, missing 
much of the current text: 
 

Les Etains et Potiers d’étain Jersiais 

G.J.C. Bois 

 

Les pichets d’étain jersiais ont été parfois vus dans les maisons locales, 

comme rappels de l’engagement d’une famille avec la production de cidre et du 

“preinseu” (la salle de presse et la presse soi-meme); temps passé qu’ils étaient 

emblématiques de l’île. Formant un ensemble de six, ces pichets élégants en 

forme de poire étaient uniques à l’île et ont été fabriqués entre le 16ème et le 

19ème siècles, avec beaucoup, sinon la plupart, fabriqués dans l’île par potiers 

d’étain jersiais. 

Le premier enregistrement de fabrication d’étain à Jersey date de 1548, une 

dispute entre deux frères au sujet d’un ensemble de moules pour fabriquer 

l’étain, Nicollas Jennes étant ordonné de retourner à son frère Jean « ... ses 

moulles du metier destaymer ... «. Nicollas est également mentionné en 1540, 

mais les dossiers avant cette date ont été détruits dans un incendie, de sorte 

que l’étain dans l’île a probablement été bien établi à ce moment-là. 

Nous ne savons pas à quoi servaient les moules appartenant à Jean Jennes, 

que ce soit pour les « articles plats » ou les « creux », mais la demande à Jersey 

était pour des mesures d’étain, utilisées pour la vente et la portion de cidre, de 

vin et d’autres boissons. Des mesures similaires sont trouvées dans toute 

l’Europe, chacune conforme aux nombreuses normes de capacité locales 

différentes de l’époque et chaque région produisant des mesures avec une 

variation de profil distincte. Des dessins distincts de Jersey et Guernesey 

s’inscrivaient dans ce modèle de variations régionales et sont les plus proches 

de ceux de Normandie. L’existence de leurs propres conceptions était une 
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marque de la maturité de ces communautés et résultait de l’autonomie des îles, 

chacune avec son propre système de poids et de mesures, qui était ici 

réglementée par le Vicomte de la Cour Royale de Jersey. Ils étaient 

habituellement avec couvercles, avec des pouces de deux glands (pour éviter les 

impacts de foudre / pour éviter les éclairs) mais au début du 19ème siècle, les 

mesures sans couvercle sont devenues plus populaires. 

À Jersey, estaymer, estameurs, estamier sont les mots pour un ‘potier d’étain’ 

et estrain, etrain, etain, etangs sont ceux pour ‘étain’. Ceux-ci sont liés à la 

Français 'étain', utilisé à la fois pour l’alliage et l’élément (Sn), en anglais 

signifiant ‘pewter’ et ‘tin’. Le terme anglais « pewterer » vient du Français « 

potier » comme en « potier d’étain ». L’Etain est un alliage d’étain-plomb, avec 

un peu de cuivre. Il a été favorisé pour son point de fusion faible, étant 

recyclable et sa ressemblance avec l’argent, maintenant également apprécié 

pour sa patine. Dans Jèrriais, un « pot » ou « quart » s’appelait aussi un jûte 

(mesure juste) ou « eune m’suthe » ou « mésuthe ». Un 'noggin' était un nodgîn 

ou noguin. 

Il semble le pic de production d’étain jersiais avoir été le 18ème siècle, ce qui 

correspond à la croissance de l’industrie du cidre de l’île, qui a grandi au 17ème 

siècle pour dominer l’approvisionnement à Londres au cours du siècle suivant et 

a commencé à diminuer au cours du 19ème siècle. La raison de cette domination 

et d’une production d’exportation hors de toute proportion avec la taille de l’île, 

était que le cidre pouvait être expédié plus rapidement par la mer que par voie 

terrestre, même avec la plus grande distance de l’île de Londres que certaines 

parties de l’Angleterre. Avec la construction de canaux, puis les chemins de fer 

à travers le Royaume-Uni, le transport terrestre a dépassé le transport maritime 

à la fois en termes de coût et de temps et le ‘West Country’ (les comtés anglais 

dans l’ouest) est devenu un important producteur de cidre et supplantant Jersey 
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comme fournisseur du marché de Londres. Il y avait eu des périodes antérieures 

où l’île a été impliquée dans le commerce du transport de vin, au cours des 13e 

et 14e siècles, en prenant du vin de Bordeaux à l’Angleterre, mais c’était 

probablement comme le commerce direct qui ne nécessitait pas de 

transbordement par Jersey (bien que peut-être par Guernesey) et peut-être pas 

été un stimulant pour la production d’étain dans l’île si tôt. L’industrie du cidre 

a été la première culture commerciale importante de l’île (l’autre étant 

l’exportation de bovins laitiers), qui a transformé le caractère des champs de 

l’île, avec même les petits exploitants ayant une salle de presse pour la 

production de cidre. Avant cela, l’agriculture de subsistance était plus courante. 

Les mesures jersiais sont des « balustres », constitués d’un cou et d’un ventre 

distincts dans une courbe continue en forme de poire, sur un pied ou un pied-

jante. À partir du plus grand, ils sont le pot, quarte, pînte, demi-pînte, nodgîn et 

demi-nodgîn. Chaque taille contient deux des suivants ci-dessous, de sorte 

qu’un «pot» contient deux quarts, ou quatre pintes, ou trente-deux demi-

noggins. Il y a une septième taille sous la forme de la 1½ pinte (une pinte et 

demie) qui est adapté à partir d’un quart; il n’est pas considéré comme faisant 

partie de l’ensemble et peut avoir été utilisé pour remplir les bouteilles. Alignés 

comme un ensemble, les mesures descendent en hauteur dans une ligne lisse 

de la plus grande à la plus petite et il est évident que les proportions du profil de 

base ont été modifiées pour y parvenir. Ainsi, le « pot » a un cou plus long et le 

ventre plus rond, le quart un cou plus court qui fusionne plus avec le ventre, la 

pinte est proportionnellement plus large en ventre et le noggin est 

proportionnellement mince. La demi-pinte et la demi-noggin utilisent le profil 

du quart, avec de légers ajustements pour leurs tailles. Malgré ces différences, 

la conception de chacun est compatible avec celle de l’ensemble dans son 

ensemble, en raison du rapport d’angles entre le bas et le haut du ventre et la 
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pente du cou étant cohérente entre eux tous. La pinte-et-demie avait son 

volume réduit en enlevant une section horizontale au-dessus de l’articulation du 

moule au ventre du quart, ce qui le fait ressembler un peu à la pinte dans le 

profil; peut-être c’est une indication de la façon dont toutes les variations de 

profil au sein de l’ensemble ont été faites. Il y a aussi un seul exemple d’un Jersey 

« pot » qui utilise le profil du quart. Le niveau de contrôle pour les mesures 

humides et sèches était le « cabot » en bronze fait vers 1562 à 1617, maintenant 

exposé au château du Mont Orgueil (qui est appelé « l'estandard du Chateau »).  

Le plus tôt datenable pichet jersiais est gravé 1718 et a donc été faite avant 

cette date, mais on sait qu’un balayage a été fait de vieilles mesures en 1765, 

qui ont été fondus et envoyés à Londres, il n’y a donc pas de pièces identifiables 

avant les années 1680. Il y avait aussi quelques pichets à l’épaulement fabriqués 

tôt à Jersey, du type le plus commun en France, de la variation de l’Ouest de la 

France. Vers la fin de la période de production, un fabricant normand fabriquait 

des balustres et des pichets à épaulement pour l’île, d’une variation normande 

(probablement Caen ou Rouen), pour les plûpart des quarts et pintes, et des « 

pots » épaulé de Caen sont également parfois trouvés. 

La première pichet dateuse de Jersey est un pot de Pierre du Rousseau, gravé 

de la date de 1718; du Rousseau était un Français potier d’étain qui a émigré à 

Jersey de Châteauneuf (Saint-Malo), et il était probablement faire pichets dans 

l’île à partir des années 1680. Il y avait d’autres potiers d’étain jersiais à ce 

moment-là et plus tôt, mais leurs œuvres n’ont pas survécu, ou n’ont pas été 

identifiés, l’un d’eux a utilisé une marque de « cigogne ». C’est en grande partie 

parce que Jean de Ste. Croix, un potier d’étain jerisiais travailler à Jersey mais 

qui s’entraîna à Londres, en 1765, ramassa tous les vieux étain qu’il pouvait 

poser la main et le fonda pour l’envoyer à William de Jersey, un potier d’étain 

guernesiais travaillant à Londres, anciennement son collègue apprenti sous 
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Hellier Perchard (un autre guernesiais à Londres). Les pichets de De Ste. Croix 

sont les plus courantes de tous les fabricants et il a probablement remplacé 

beaucoup d’étain antique. Les pichets antérieures jersiais ont peut-être 

également été de conception de balustre, mais la conception de balustre en 

France a ses origines dans le 16ème siècle, après un peu, le développement de 

la conception plus commune du pichet à épaulement et c’est probablement que 

le premier pichet jersiais était de ce type avec « épaulement » (Normandie Type 

II). Il y a la preuve de deux pichets à épaulement de la conception de Français 

occidentale étant faite à Jersey, l’une dans les années 1680 à 1700 et une autre 

beaucoup similar, plus tard, par Jean de Ste Croix. Cette variation de l’Ouest se 

trouve entre Saint-Malo à Nantes. Il est possible que ceux-ci aient été plus 

communs et n’ont tout simplement pas survécu, d’autant plus qu’au cours des 

XVIe et XVIIe siècles, le Vicomte jersiais ordonna aux potiers d’étain à Jersey de 

détruire et de refaire leurs pichets (1607 & ’51), en raison de leur manque des 

volumes requis et de leur mauvaise qualité métallique (trop de plomb), aussi 

Helier Touet plus tôt. 

Le plus tôt pichet d’étain trouvé dans les îles Anglo-Normandes est un pichet 

balustre avec couvercle du 15ème siècle, trouvé dans la mer au large de 

Guernesey, mais il n’a pas d’associations avec les îles ou la Normandie, étant de 

l’Allemagne du Nord et très probablement hanséatique. Les profils balustre 

hanséatiques et hollandais sont beaucoup plus tôt que les balustres régionaux 

Français et sont apparemment sans rapport avec eux, mais certains néerlandais 

« Rembrandtkans » du 17ème siècle portent une légère ressemblance avec le 

type Jersey et Guernesey Type II (Guernesey Type I est plus comme les balusters 

de Normandie et le Type II guernesiais est adapté du Type Jersiais plus tard). 
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Les potiers d’étain connus de Jersey sont Jean et Nicholas Jennes (mentionnés 

vers 1540), Helier Touet (réf. fin 16ème dans les 17ème siècles), un certain 

nombre des potiers d’étains anonymes (refs. 1607-'51), Pierre Sanson (réf. 1678), 

Pierre du Rousseau (naturalisé Anglais à Jersey, à l’origine Français, vers 1680-

1725), Jean Noel (1725-1740), John de Saint Croix (marque de ‘trois léopards’ à 

Londres) / Jean de Ste. Croix (marque de 'IDSX' à Jersey) (1730-65). Le dernier 

est présumé être le même homme et d’avoir formé et travaillé à Londres, avant 

de retourner travailler à Jersey. Pour la plupart, si un potier d’étain gardé hors 

des ennuis, ou n’a pas passé de contrats à la Cour, son nom est allé non 

enregistré et il est perdu à la memoire et l’histoire. Plus tard, des pichets jersiais 

des deux formes de balustre et à épaulement ont été faites probablement en 

Normandie (Group 4, 1790-1830?) et des mesures sans couvercle en Angleterre, 

France et peut-être Jersey. Il semble qu’au XIXe siècle, la production d’étain à 

Jersey ait cessé et les exigences de l’île pour l’étain indigène ont été 

externalisées, bien qu’une certaine production locale ne puisse pas être exclue 

complètement, mais actuellement, il n’y a aucune preuve d’une manière ou 

d’une autre. Étant de conception normande, les mesures ultérieures suggèrent 

un centre normand (Caen ou Rouen), mais la relation de l’île avec Villedieu-les-

Poëlles et Dinan sont des possibilités qui n’ont pas été envisagées.   

En outre, l’origine des moules en bronze doit être considérée, en supposant 

qu’ils n’ont pas été fabriqués à Jersey. L’un des centres Français est une source 

probable et les activités des Français les fondateurs de cloches qui ont visité 

Jersey peuvent être importantes.  

En 1656, Martin Huard est venu de Villedieu-les-Poëlles, pour lancer une 

cloche d’église pour l’église Saint-Sauveur, puis s’installe à Jersey. En 1754, deux 

autres facteurs de fondation de cloche visitaient Jersey. Maitre Jacque Pitel 

lance des cloches pour St. John’s et St. Brelade’s et un fondateur de Dinan appelé 
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« La Source », après avoir sonné pour Les Églises Saint-Ouen et Saint-Martin, 

revint cette année-là pour lancer des cloches pour les églises St. Brelade’s et St. 

John’s. Ces fondateurs de cloches auraient aussi pu être des sources de moules 

en étain en bronze ou en métal. L’île avait également d’autres liens avec 

Villedieu, en important des « bachînes » et d’autres cuivres fabriqués là-bas. 

Cette ville a également fait des cloches pour l’île beaucoup plus tard, de sorte 

qu’un tel lien peut être en retard, mais aurait-il pu y avoir une relation 

antérieure entre les « estameurs » à Villedieu-les-Poëlles ou Dinan et Jersey? 

Enfin, il peut être intéressant qu’en 1964, un rapport mentionne que les 

moules de Jean de Ste. Croix ont été mis en vente par un marchand marin local, 

quelque temps auparavant, mais se sont retrouvés dans une cave de bijoutier 

de Londres et ont disparu de la vue. 

Les pichets Jersiais avec couvercles sont divisé en quatre « groupes », le 

Groupe 1 étant le plus ancien. Ce groupe par Pierre du Rousseau et d’autres plus 

tôt un contemporain avec lui, des jersiais inconnus. Le Group 2 est par Jean Noel. 

Group 3 par Jean de Ste. Croix et peut-être de flagons similaires par d’autres 

jersiais inconnus, et Group 4 probablement fait pour l’ile en Normandie. 
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